
CSCM67,	OpenGL	lab	part	2:		

Displaying	a	3D	scene	with	

lighting/shading		

 

Lab Description: 

In this lab, you will display surfaces with OpenGL and work on setting up a lighting model for your 
3D scene! You will re-use the solution from the last assignment. Please make sure you download it to 
a directory that works. (Usually at the root of your p-drive folder). You can/should re-use the solution 
from the last lab class. 

Part 1 Displaying Surfaces  
 

Complete the DrawTriangle function. This function should ideally display the triangles of your 
3D model (the Standford bunny for instance). We are not interested in the shading model at this stage 
yet. In order to test your function, you can use random colours for the triangle for instance (using 
glShadeModel with GL_FLAT ).  

Part 2 Flat Illumination  
 

We want to have an illumination model. To do so, we need to have normal expressed for the triangles 
(A normal is supposedly a vector perpendicular to a surface, with ideally a vector norm of 1.) To find 
a vector orthogonal to a surface, you will just need to take two vectors belonging to this flat surface 
and use a 3D cross product as given in the code for the project.  

As such, your task will be to scan the list of triangles and to create a normal vector for each triangle 
using the cross product function provided. Do not forget to allocate an array of triangle normal. Write 
a function DrawTriangles2 that displays the same triangles but now passes a normal vector to 
each vertex instead of colours. There you can use GL_SMOOTH shading, but re-use the same normal 
for the three vertices of a single triangle (i.e., the normal for this triangle).  

In the second part of this question, you will also have to complete the SetupLighting function that 
setups the lighting conditions.  

Part 3 Getting a Smooth Illumination  
 

As flat lighting makes triangles noticeable, we want to smooth our results by using a distinct normal 
per vertex. For this, you will need to create a per-vertex array of normals (one normal per vertex!) The 



algorithm to find such a normal is to average the normals of all the adjacent triangles of the given 
vertex.  So your code will have to scan all the triangles, get their respective normal and add the 
normal’s (x,y,z) values to the three vertices’ normal. You do not actually need to count how sums are 
being made per vertex, as you will need a second pass that normalize all of your vertices’s normals.  

Once you have computed these normals, write a function DrawTriangles3 that displays the 
smoothly illuminated triangles. 

The algorithm is more or less as follows: 

 

Allocate a normal array for all vertices; 
Initialise the normal array to 0; 
For all triangles 
{ 
 Compute the triangle’s normal; 
 Sum this normal to the normal of each vertex of th e triangle; 
} 
Normalize all vertex normals; //Length=1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Summed vertex normal : 


